Volunteer Compliance Training

Introduction


Welcome to Wildlife Victoria!



Before you begin your journey, as
a caution you should be in good
health with no substantive
medical conditions.




Also it is not recommended to
work with wildlife if your
immune system is compromised.
You may be at an increased risk
of contracting disease.

If you are unsure about your
status, you should consult your
GP or speak to the Wildlife
Victoria Volunteer team before
signing on as a volunteer.

Volunteer Compliance Training


Before commencing your role as a volunteer you must first
complete the three topics of our volunteer compliance training



These topics are in addition to any other training you may receive
as part of your volunteer role. Each topic should take
approximately 15 minutes to complete.



There will be an assessment of this information within your
Rescuer & Transport registration to assess your understanding of
the topics’ key messages.



There are three compliance topics you need to complete.


Code of Conduct



Occupational Health & Safety



Wildlife Rescue & Transport

Volunteer Code of Conduct and
Agreement


As a volunteer, you are an ambassador for Wildlife Victoria (WV)
and are expected to abide by the Volunteer Code of Conduct at
all times.



It’s important the public feel confident dealing with you so they
feel satisfied they did the right thing calling Wildlife Victoria and
are likely to do it again.

Learning Objectives


On completion of this module you will be able to:


Outline Wildlife Victoria’s vision and mission statements



Describe what it means to be a good ambassador for Wildlife
Victoria



Identify the stakeholders you will be dealing with in your role



Outline Wildlife Victoria’s volunteer obligations as part of the
Volunteer Code of Conduct policy

Wildlife Victoria Vision and Mission
Our vision is a community that understands,
values and cares about Australian wildlife
Our mission is to help and protect wildlife
through our rescue, education and advocacy
activities.
We respond to community reports of
distressed wildlife and facilitate the
appropriate response where needed.
We promote community knowledge of
wildlife and advocate for the protection and
welfare of wildlife

Being a good ambassador
In your role as a volunteer for Wildlife Victoria we expect
you to present a competent and professional image.


Always introduce yourself, state your purpose and show
your identification when on a rescue or transport case



Behave professionally. Never swear, get angry, lecture,
yell or be condescending



Be informative without lecturing – members of the
public may have little knowledge of native wildlife.
Listen intently and briefly explain next steps and your
requirements of them



Show compassion and empathy. This may be a traumatic
experience for all involved



Be grateful for all good intentions – if somebody is doing
something incorrectly, show gratitude then gently let
them know what to do in the future

The people that you will meet….
General Public


We receive many hundreds of calls from the general
public wanting to report wildlife that is either injured,
sick or needs assistance.



When contacting callers always


Introduce yourself



Speak clearly



Listen



Confirm address and directions



Advise them of the time of your arrival



Upon meeting, show them your Wildlife Victoria
identification

The people that you will meet….
Spectators


It is not uncommon to have spectators at a rescue



When dealing with spectators always:


Introduce yourself and display your Wildlife Victoria identification



Be clear and firm with your instructions and remain positive and patient. Your attitude
will set the tone



Stress the importance for quiet and space



Ask that pets and children be removed from the scene



People are keen to assist so engage them in non contact roles, for example traffic
diverters



Always thank spectators for their cooperation after the event

The people that you will meet….
Wildlife Carers


Wildlife Carers are pivotal to the rehabilitation of injured, sick
and orphaned wildlife. Their role is demanding of their time and
resources and they are very passionate and committed to the
care and fostering of wildlife



When dealing with Shelters or Foster Carers


Introduce yourself and display your Wildlife Victoria
identification



Provide them as many details of the wildlife that you have
rescued or are transporting to them



If transporting wildlife from a vet, ensure all details are
provided including care and medications already received,
which should be included on the vet’s animal treatment
sheet

The people that you will meet….
Vet Clinics


When dealing with vet clinics and their staff


Introduce yourself and display your Wildlife
Victoria identification



Provide the Wildlife Victoria case number and
species of animal you are dealing with



Ensure they have details of animal’s rescue
location for return



Provide details of the nature of injuries or
circumstances so they can determine if it is an
emergency



If collecting an animal ensure the vet provides a
treatment sheet which includes the animal’s
required medications and rescue location to be
passed onto the carer

Bullying and Social Media


Bullying involves repeated, unreasonable and unwelcome behaviour
that creates a risk to health and safety



Harassment is behaviour that is humiliating, intimidating or
threatening



Volunteers agree that they will avoid behaviours that may be
perceived by others as bullying or harassment



Those volunteers active on social media must continue to follow our
code of conduct when posting about WV material



Posting negative comments or inflammatory remarks is against our
code of conduct



Any request for media interviews or communications should be
referred to the Head of External Relations at WV

Confidential Information & Privacy
In your role as a volunteer for Wildlife Victoria you will
be exposed to confidential information


Information means anything about Wildlife Victoria
or its business including ideas, concepts, processes
or know how.



Information also includes personal information of
staff, volunteers or callers to Wildlife Victoria.



You must not disclose or share this information
unless the use or disclosure is required as part of
your volunteer role, this includes not sharing the
information within social media or message groups.



This obligation to safeguard information continues
after your volunteer work with Wildlife Victoria
ends.

Occupational Health & Safety


Awareness of Wildlife Victoria’s commitment to workplace safety and your
role as part of that commitment is an essential part of your induction



As part of this topic you’ll discover the different types of hazards that exist
in every workplace and the potential risk they pose.



You’ll learn how you can contribute to keeping Wildlife Victoria safe by
removing hazards and minimising health and safety risks to yourself and
those around you.

Safety in the workplace


Worksafe has guidelines around
keeping the workplace a healthy
and safe environment. As an
organisation, Wildlife Victoria has
a duty of care to comply with
these guidelines.



The workplace includes areas used
by staff and volunteers.



As a volunteer you have a duty to
ensure that you follow Wildlife
Victoria’s procedures and work in
a safe manner that is not harmful
to the health and safety of
yourself and others.

Safety in the workplace


A workplace hazard is anything that has the
potential to hurt you or someone else. These
include:


Chemical hazards in the workplace are
substances, mixtures and materials that can be
classified according to their health risks and
dangers.


These hazards include skin irritants,
carcinogens or respiratory sensitisers that
can have an adverse effect on worker’s
health as a result of direct contact



If animals are effected by a chemical
hazard, extra precaution should be taken
that you as a volunteer can identify the
substance and can utilise appropriate
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)



Remember to check your surrounds for
chemical hazards and acquire any
necessary PPE beforehand.

Safety in the workplace


A workplace hazard is anything that has the
potential to hurt you or someone else. These
include:


Biological Hazards are organic substances
that pose a threat to the health of
volunteers. These can include; spores,
pathogens and disease transmitters.


Volunteers may come into contact with
disease carrying animals. In such a
situation extra care is needed



Tetanus and other infectants can be
found in the field (rusty and exposed
nails on fencing). To combat this
volunteers must clean all PPE after a
rescue, make sure their immunisations
are up to date, and have a thorough
understanding of what biological hazards
they may encounter.

Safety in the workplace


A workplace hazard is anything that has
the potential to hurt you or someone
else. These include:


Ergonomic Hazards is a physical factor
within the environment that harms the
musculoskeletal system.


Wildlife rescue can be a very physical
task. Ensure you take care when lifting
and moving heavy objects and ask for
assistance when you require it.



While moving into and around
potentially hazardous locations,
proper awareness of the body position
and posture is important, especially if
you are carrying an animal.



Take greater care when moving
through locations that have unsafe or
unstable surfaces

Safety in the workplace


A workplace hazard is anything that has the potential to
hurt you or someone else. These include:



Personal Hazards are the most common in the workplace.
They include:


Poor lighting



Poor handling of equipment



Slips trips and falls



Climbing at heights (e.g on a ladder against a tree or
building)



Electrical hazards

These can be mitigated with training and a careful
approach to the situation. Identify slipping or tripping
hazards, low hanging branches, faulty wires and
equipment dangers etc. Ensure you provide your own
lighting through the use of spotlights and torches.
Assess every situation before you start any rescue.

Safety in the workplace


Psychosocial Hazards include, but are not limited to, stress, violence, workplace
bullying and harassment.



Volunteering can be a very rewarding experience, with opportunity to build your mental
and personal well being, to develop skills and meet new people.



However, it can also be a source of stress and have an adverse effect on health and
wellbeing.





Stress – Whether it is difficult member of the public or distress caused by injured
wildlife, it is important for volunteers to maintain a steady head in stressful
situations



Communication – poor or indirect communication between you and Wildlife
Victoria, or you and the member of public, can cause trouble and fatigue in both
directions. Clear and effective communication is necessary for all participants.



Bullying – The public can have very strong views on correct wildlife handling, and
it is important that rescuers know when a calm word or a firm instruction is
needed to properly deliver their service.



Fatigue – You will often be called to care for injured and sick wildlife, which
sometimes need to be euthanized. This can cause physical and emotional
exhaustion for volunteers. It is important to recognize these feeling and act on
them as soon as possible

Wildlife Victoria takes the health of its volunteers very seriously and if there is ever
cause for concern or any problems relating to your wellbeing do not hesitate to reach
out for help.

OH&S


As a Volunteer your health and safety duties include:


Take reasonable care for your health and safety in the workplace. You must also
take reasonable care for the health and safety of others who may be affected by
what you do or don’t do.



Cooperate with your employer about any action they take to comply with the OHS
Act or Regulations. For example, use equipment properly, follow safe work
policies and procedures and attend training.



Don’t intentionally or recklessly interfere with or misuse anything at the
workplace to support health, safety and welfare.

OH&S Scenarios


When in the workplace you will come across many potential
areas for risk. The following are a few comprehensive
examples and a guide on how to control them.



Lifting



•

When encountering heavy objects ensure you always lift with
your knees

•

Always use a trolley, sling or stretcher for heavy animals and ask
another person to help

•

Move carefully and slowly when transporting an animal

Ladder Safety
•

Ensure there is a firm base for the ladder and secured to a heavy
based item if available

•

Never move past the top two rungs

•

Never attempt to move heavy objects from the top of the ladder

•

Make sure your have a co-worker spot you while you are high on
the ladder, if no one is available, explore tying your ladder to
the structure.

OH&S Scenarios


Stressful encounters
•

Agitated and in pain animals can cause stressful situations

•

It is important to approach such scenarios calmly and critically

•

Quickly identify how best you can go about the rescue

•

If you require any assistance it is important to reach out and ask. You can call the
EROs for further assistance

•

Dealing with sometimes fatally injured wildlife is a traumatic experience and can
lead to anxiety and depression. It is important to reach out if you require
assistance.

OH&S Scenarios


Situational awareness while on location
•

Rescues can sometimes lead to remote or dangerous locations

•

A thorough assessment of the location is required at each rescue site

•

Identify hazards and any issues in accessing the animal such as; slippery areas,
nearby roads, dead and low hanging branches, thick or thorny underbrush etc

•

Gather any PPE and gear required before attempting the rescue

OH&S Scenarios


When any rescue situation causes an accident or injury:


Contact the Wildlife Victoria Volunteer team directly, stating the rescue
case number and the problem that arose and how it was dealt with.



WV may send you an incident report form that will be required to be
filled out and returned to WV



This will be attached to the case and your profile

Wildlife Rescue and Transportation


Your role as a rescue and transport
volunteer is an important one. It is only
through you that Wildlife Victoria is
able to respond to the many thousands
of calls we receive every year.



You must complete a 1 day wildlife
Rescue & Transport course before you
may become active as a volunteer



The skills you learn there will give you
the confidence to handle many wildlife
scenarios.



The following section will run through
our six steps on an animal rescue

Wildlife Rescue and Transportation
In order to properly deliver our services we
require every case to be completed from
beginning to end, adhering to the following
protocol:
1.

Set Availability


When made active as a volunteer, you
will receive a login to WildNET, WVs
internet based volunteer information
portal



You can let us know when you are
regularly available and block out times
when you are busy eg. Regular working
hours



An alternative is to send the word STOP
to the rescue sms number to make
yourself inactive



You will remain inactive until you send
the word START to the rescue sms
number.



You should only be contacted during
active volunteer times

Wildlife Rescue and Transportation
In order to properly deliver our services we require every case to
be completed from beginning to end, adhering to the following
protocol:
1.

Set Availability

2.

Receive SMS – You will receive a text with the species,
location and case number.


This text is limited by the number of characters so may
include abbreviated words (eg HBC – hit by car)



It will only provide rough details

Wildlife Rescue and Transportation
In order to properly deliver our services we require every case to be
completed from beginning to end, adhering to the following protocol:
1.

Set Availability

2.

Receive SMS

3.

Respond to SMS – Include the case number and any relevant
information


You must respond to every SMS you receive, otherwise animals
may be left for longer than required



If personally attending the case, respond with “YES 00123456”
(the case number)




If you are the first to respond, you will receive the case
details

If unable to attend the case, respond “NO 00123456” (the case
number)

Wildlife Rescue and Transportation
In order to properly deliver our services we require
every case to be completed from beginning to end,
adhering to the following protocol:
1.

Set Availability

2.

Receive SMS

3.

Respond to SMS

4.

Contact the Member of Public (MOP)


If you are required for the case you will
receive the case and the MOPs details



Gain more specific details regarding the:


situation the animal is in



location



condition of the animal

Wildlife Rescue and Transportation
In order to properly deliver our services we require every case to
be completed from beginning to end, adhering to the following
protocol:
1.

Set Availability

2.

Receive SMS

3.

Respond to SMS

4.

Contact the MOP

5.

Prepare for the rescue


Ensure you have all PPE and equipment relevant to the
location (boots for muddy areas, gloves for dense
vegetation)



Ensure you are ready for the species (eye protection for
birds, crates for transport)

Wildlife Rescue and Transportation
In order to properly deliver our services we require every case to
be completed from beginning to end, adhering to the following
protocol:
1.

Set Availability

2.

Receive SMS

3.

Respond to SMS

4.

Contact the MOP

5.

Prepare for the rescue

6.

Attend the case and then Close the case


You can reply to the original email you will receive
regarding the case details and provide the rescue
outcome, transportation details, or any other details



OR You can login to WildNET and update the case

Thank you for completing your
compliance training!!


Please complete the registration form included on the registration webpage



The registration success page and email will include a link to the event list.
Choose the required training date to proceed to the payment page.



You will need to complete a Police check prior to becoming an active
volunteer. We can organize one for you at a volunteer rate through Veritas



You should receive your Wildlife Victoria Volunteer safety vest and ID badge
on the day of your training.

Wildlife Victoria thank you for your commitment to help
wildlife in need

